Creative Thinking…
And some historical folks who did it well…

“Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabridge Uinvervtisy, it
deosn’t mttaer in waht oredr the litteers in a wrod are,
the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be
at the rghit pclae. The rset can be a ttoal mses and you
can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm. Tihs is besauae ocne
we laren how to raed we bgien to aargnre the lteerts in
our mnid to see waht we epxcet to see. The huamn mnid
deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but preecsievs the
wrod as a wlohe. We do tihs ucnsoniuscoly wuithot
tuhoght.”

New perspectives…
• One of the many ways in which our mind attempts to make life easier is to
solve the first impression of the problem that it encounters.

• Like our first impressions of people, our initial perspective on problems and
situations are apt to be narrow and superficial.

• We see no more than we’ve been conditioned to see — and stereotyped
notions block clear vision and crowd out imagination. This happens without
any alarms sounding, so we never realize it is occurring.

Different perspectives: Leonardo da Vinci
• Genius often comes from finding a new perspective that no one else has taken.

When Leonardo DaVinci finished a painting, he would always look at it from a far
distance to get a different perspective. By distancing yourself from the pattern, you
changed your perception of it, thereby allowing yourself to see something that you
could not otherwise see.
• To satisfy his unlimited curiosity to explore the world around him da Vinci kept an
estimated number of 100 notebooks. In these notebooks he framed questions,
recorded his observations, developed his theories, and documented the experiments
he used to test them. It has been recorded that seven thousand pages exist today
from his journals that reveal his myriad ideas, impressions, and observations —
from drawings and paintings to philosophical musings, prophecies and treatises.

Da Vinci Decoded…
• Michael Gelb--someone who makes his living teaching companies how to

innovate--has written 13 books on creativity and innovation. His most
famous, How to Think Like Leonardo Da Vinci: Seven Steps to Genius
Every Day, has sold more than half a million copies and has been translated
into 25 languages.

• Gelb says the fodder for his book came from studying Leonardo's

notebooks. In addition to all his other talents Leonardo wrote copiously,
putting to paper 13,000 pages of notes and drawings, much of it in mirrorimage cursive.

Here's what Gelb learned from the Italian
master about what you need to be most
creative…

1. Curiosity
• Children are curious by nature, but as we grow up much of our inquisitiveness ebbs.
• "Almost all children in their natural state ask lots of questions. That's how they
learn so much in the first five years of life. But then we send them to school, where
they learn that answers are more important than questions," Gelb says.

• Geniuses like da Vinci, however, maintain a passionate curiosity throughout life.
• "When you work with an organization, you can often tell, especially when you come
in from the outside as I do as a consultant, whether the spirit of curiosity is really
alive, whether people actually have a questing, open mind or whether they're a
bunch of stuffy know-it-alls."

2. Independent Thinking
• Diversity is critical for creativity and innovation, which is why it's important
to seek out points of view different from your own.

• "The problem is, the more senior someone becomes, the more likely they're
going to believe their own publicity and surround themselves with people
who always agree with them. So the more senior you become, the more
concerted effort you must make to seek out different opinions. Then you
have a chance to think independently," Gelb says.

3. Sharpen Your Senses
• "The Italians have la dolce vita, the sweet, soulful life. The French have joie de vivre,
the joy of living. And in the States, all we have is happy hour," Gelb says.

• He's really talking about mindfulness, paying close attention to what's happening
right now. Not only can it help you be more creative, it's the key to enjoying life, he
says.

• Gelb helps business people get better in tune with their senses by training them to
appreciate beauty. He does this by having them listen to music, appreciate art, and
thoughtfully taste wine or chocolate, as well as write poetry.

4. Embrace Uncertainty
• The ability to project confidence in the face of the unknown is a critical leadership

principle because if something is going to be new, it means you don't know it. You
need to get comfortable with uncertainty and ambiguity in order for a creative idea
to emerge. It's not easy to do, since you've likely been trained to believe that if you
don't know the answer, there's something wrong with you, Gelb says.
• "But the essence of creativity is to be surprised, to come up with something you
really didn't know. That's the nova in innovation. It's the newness. And if you keep
doing the same old thing, you won't do the new thing. But when you suspend the
old thing, the new thing doesn't always automatically emerge," Gelb says. "So there's
a big gap, and the more you're able to embrace that gap of knowing and uncertainty,
the greater the likelihood that you'll be really creative."

5. Balance Logic and Imagination
• To show people how to use both hemispheres of their brain in harmony, Gelb teaches them mind mapping, a way
of organizing ideas that integrates logic and imagination and helps people generate more ideas in less time.

• To do it, you start by drawing something that represents the topic you're thinking about. From there, you use free
association to branch words and more pictures from the center image. For example, a doodle of an onion might
make you think of vegetables, so you draw a carrot, which makes you draw a rabbit, which leads to you sketch a cat,
since it's another small, furry animal.

• What if you can't draw? Gelb says "fake it 'til you make it" and overcome your adult judgment of your drawing
ability.

• "You start to access that more childlike quality where you just drew without worrying about it. What's happening
when you do that is you're waking up parts of your brain that have been dormant since you were in nursery school.
And those are exactly the parts of your brain that are going to help you be more creative," he says.

6. Balance Body and Mind
• You might not know that Leonardo was an exceptional athlete, widely known
as the strongest man in Florence and an accomplished fencer and horseman.

• "We think of creativity as an intellectual exercise, but it requires tremendous
energy. Learning to cultivate your life force, your life energy, is a very
important part of this," Gelb says.

7. Make New Connections
• Logical and linear-thinking types--engineers, analysts, and scientists, for
example--can have a hard time looking for patterns and new connections, but
doing so is the key to creativity.

• Again, Gelb likes to use mind mapping, although it take a while to train these
kinds of folks, since they're used to doing things in a formal order.

• "At first it feels very messy...thinking through association and letting the
mind go free and generating lots of key words and other images in different
directions," he says.

Other creative thinkers…

Marie Curie
• Born Maria Sklodowska on 7 November 1867 in Warsaw, Poland, she was the youngest of five
children of poor school teachers.

• After her mother died and her father could no longer support her she became a governess,

reading and studying in her own time to quench her thirst for knowledge. She never lost this
passion.

• To become a teacher – the only alternative which would allow her to be independent – was never
a possibility because a lack of money prevented her from a formal higher education. However,
when her sister offered her lodgings in Paris with a view to going to university, she grasped the
opportunity and moved to France in 1891.

• She immediately entered Sorbonne University in Paris where she read physics and mathematics –
she had naturally discovered a love of the subjects through her insatiable appetite for learning.

“Life is not easy for any of us.

But what of that? We must have perseverance and above all
confidence in ourselves. We must believe that we are gifted for something, and that this thing,
at whatever cost, must be attained.” – Marie Curie

1. Have faith that there is something to be found/discovered/created even if you don’t
know exactly what you’re looking for.: Marie spent years sifting through discarded uranium
in a leaky wooden shed under hazardous conditions to prove the existence of radioactive
substances. Do your creative work and have faith that there is good to come of it.
2. The hard stuff can take you out OR it can feed your spirit. It’s your choice: Marie
Curie had her share of hardships – she lost her mother, sister and father. Her husband (also a
brilliant scientist), was killed by a horse-drawn carriage. She suffered from a miscarriage. She
was denied a seat at the French Academy of Science because she was a woman. And oh yes,
she had an affair with a married man (yet another brilliant scientist!) and was vilified in the
press. Sure, she went through a period of depression. But her faith and confidence in herself
gave her courage to keep going and to persevere. You know she won two Nobel Prizes AFTER
all this right

3. Create art for the sake of art …Marie Curie believed that pure research
should be carried out for its own sake and shouldn’t be tangled up with
industry’s profit motives. She believed strongly that research discoveries should
benefit all of humanity. Marie’s reluctance to publicize (market) her work and
need for funding eventually stymied what she was able to do.
Until she paired up with an American, Missy Meloney, a huge fan and
influential woman who took her on a tour of the US to raise massive funds for
Marie’s Radium Institute. Marie was not a salesperson in any way, shape or
form. But she needed to sell herself and her work to continue it. If you’re an
artist, not a salesperson, find someone or something to help you sell your work.
And learn from them.

5. You may need a network or a mentor/guide to help you realize your creative dreams. All good.

• An artist needs to collaborate with others in order to be successful. After her visit to America, Marie Curie learned that

“who you know” is almost as important as your work. Instead of only relying on a small group of like-minded scientists,
she reached out to a larger network, and although it was uncomfortable for her, put herself out in front of her work. You
can create art in a vacuum but you can’t sell it in one.

6. Everyone has a creative spark.

• This one is for every person who thinks they need an Ivy League degree, or X years of experience, or a special certification
to be successful. Marie believed that “inside every peasant could be hidden a writer, a painter, a musician, or a scientist.”
Don’t waste your gifts waiting for someone else to tell you you’re good enough.

7. Compete against yourself vs against others.

• Marie told her daughters, “I have given a great deal of time to science because I wanted to, because I love research.” What

if we did the work that interested us, kept learning, got better at it every day and were dedicated to pursuing our passions vs
having more facebook followers than whats-her-name? What do you think you could create?

“Be less curious about people
and more curious about
ideas” – Marie Curie

More creative thinkers…
•
•
•

George de Mestral was inspired to improve the zipper

•

Isaac Newton:: Greater knowledge came from Newtons achievements and understanding in science, finding inspiration from his home life
surroundings and a now famous yet simple apple tree.

•

Walt Disney: He built an entertainment empire by turning his dreams and goals into reality, through ’Imagineering’ his own term combining
imagination and engineering.

•
•

Albert Einstein: He constantly challenged notions not only his own but those that came before him, to reach revolutionary new ideas.

•
•

Queen Elizabeth I had an astonishing autonomy

Electrical engineer James Crocker ‘fixed’ the Hubble telescope
Thomas Edison: An icon for innovation with a collection of patents for over 1,000 inventions. His approach towards joint thinking
collaborating with other innovators and always thinking positive came to light in his work and problem solving thinking.

Hedy Lamarr wins a prize for the most Hollywood sounding story that happens to be true, as not only was she a famous actress, but she
patented a covert communications system used by the U.S. military and is used in how Bluetooth and Wi-Fi work.
Steve Jobs: An entrepreneur and visionary in technology changing the way people use computers in their everyday lives introducing the
personal computer revolution introducing the ipod, iphone and ipad. He was an innovator funding the creation of pixar, initiating a
development in the visual effects industry with the first computer-animated film.

“Creativity is just connecting things.”
– Steve Jobs
“I have not failed, I have just found 10,000 ways that
won’t work.” – Thomas Edison

“If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of
giants.” – Isaac Newton

“Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you
everywhere.” – Albert Einstein

“It’s kind of fun to do the impossible.” –
Walt Disney

Fun link:
https://www.wikihow.com/Be-aCreative-Thinker
TED TALK:
https://www.ted.com/talks/adam_grant_t
he_surprising_habits_of_original_thinkers
?language=en

